
Animal centred ways for calming and self-control:

•	 Pulling	on	the	Lead
•	 Anxiety
•	 Sound	Sensitivity
•	 Shyness
•	 Hand	Shyness
•	 Gait	Irregularities
•	 Excessive	Barking
•	 	Neem Products:		

for	parasite	control,	skin	conditions,		
anti-inflammatory	and	general	well-being.

 order online:  www.mekuti.co.uk
 order by phone:  0113 2590 589
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Welcome!
Over the years I have seen dog training techniques 
advance to the point where we are now able to work 
with our dogs in partnership as opposed to forcing 
our will on them. Whilst training to be a Tellington 
TTouch practitioner it became clear how easy this 
transition can be using simple techniques and 
equipment where necessary. 

Mekuti started in Cornwall in 2004 initially supplying 
other TTouch practitioners in the UK and now operates from West Yorkshire 
supplying dog trainers, behaviourists, rescue centres, and the general public 
worldwide with specialist equipment designed to help you and your dog with 
wide-ranging issues. All equipment is designed to work with your dog gently 
and comfortably and will have been thoroughly tested on animals, either Meg 
or Heidi, our constant companions!

All of the Mekuti branded products are currently made in the UK which 
enables us to get the best quality and also means that we can make any changes 
quickly. The packaging is simple and products come with full instructions, and 
we are available during office hours to help with any queries or specific advice. 
Mekuti was named after Meg, Kugel and Tigger (my furry friends) and research 
revealed ‘Mekuti’ was also the name of a Buddhist monk, which reflects my 
belief in gentle consideration for all life.

Our 30 day guarantee stems from the cupboard full of unused dog training 
equipment I had acquired over the years prior to TTouch! If it doesn’t suit your 
needs just send it back (clean) and you will receive your money back, and if able 
I’ll help you to find a suitable alternative.

I hope that you find what you are looking for. Happy browsing.

Rachael Manns
B.Ed.(Hons), Tellington TTouch P2

Gives your dog extra help 
to control temperature at home 

and when travelling
Easy to use and keep clean  

No electricity required - see page 8
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CalmIng equIpment
Help with:

•	 Sound sensitivity - thunder and fireworks, general anxiety;
•	 Shyness;
•	 Ageing issues, mobility or travelling problems;
•	 Hyperactivity or panic.

Body Wraps

A Body Wrap brings an animal’s awareness to 
its body and away from the source of the fear 
(e.g. thunder, fireworks). The sense of security 
given by the wrap also brings confidence, 
releasing habitual responses and behavioural 
patterns, allowing them to observe the world 
around them and respond rather than react 
to stimuli. Like a portable hug.

The wrap comes with a nappy pin to secure and full instructions.

NB. A dog should never be left unattended in a Body Wrap. If you need the 
calming effect while your dog is on its own, consider getting a T-shirt as 
well which has an almost equal effect. (See page 6)

Small	dogs 2”	wrap £8.00

Medium	dogs 3”	wrap £8.50

Large	dogs* 4”	wrap £9.50

My poor dog was stressed out
“I am absolutely in shock as to how well the Body Wrap works . We have had a week of 
thunder and fireworks and I have now used it four times on my rescue dog . Every time 
within 5 minutes he was asleep . I am so grateful it has worked so well . My poor dog was 
stressed out for 7 hours every time there was a storm; if it was at night it was impossible 
for me to get any sleep . I did not ever expect this to work!”  Cath, Wuff Dog Training

CalmIng Bands
Calming Bands may help with:

•	 Barking or chewing
•	 Emotional upset
•	 Shyness
•	 Sound sensitivity
•	 Fearfulness 

This band works best in conjunction with Tellington TTouch to address 
any underlying causes of tension in the mouth. 
Gives feedback when the dog barks by making gentle contact around the 
muzzle without restricting movement or tiring the dog. Many dogs bark 
from habit and this simple way of bringing awareness to what they are 
doing is often enough to quiet them.
The contact with the face has a noticeable calming effect.

Measure in a figure of 8 around the muzzle, cross under the chin and 
up beneath the ears.

Small 17.5”	-	21.5” £9.00
Medium 21”	-	26.5” £9.50
Large 26.5”	-	35” £9.95
Extra	Large 32”	-	40” £12.00

only available in black

She stands like an angel
“Absolutely brilliant! It’s so gentle . My 
Beardie normally barks out on walks, 
but now there’s not a peep from her . 
She would bark for her tea, but now 
she stands like an angel . Her mum 

would wind her up 
m a k i n g 
her bark, 

& that has 
stopped too! I 

can’t believe it!”

 Mrs. H. Hands

From being tied up to being 
walked every day
“Just to say thanks for the (non-standard) 
calming bands . The large was just perfect for 
the dog in Hungary .
Between that, a balance lead, a confidence 
course, some clicker training and teaching 
him not to jump up, he has gone from being 
tied up permanently and ignored as nobody 
could go near him, to being walked every 
day, and the overworked mum of the family 
spends an hour every evening with him 
chilling out .
Great result!” Miss N. Richardson
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CalmIng equIpment cont...

t-shIrts & dog suIts

T-shirt 
sleeve holes, fitted to hips

Dog-suit 
sleeves front & back, covers hips . 

Good for contact allergies or 
connecting front & rear

•	 Same calming effects noted as for the Body Wrap. (See page 4)
•	 Post-operative protection, holding dressings in place and calming.
•	 May also help with contact allergies.
•	 Made by Equafleece. 

95% cotton, 5% spandex
This well made T-shirt and Dog-Suit is  

shaped to fit your dog closely, but not tightly. 

T-shirt: Available in four colours: 
Black, Brown, Camo (brown/green) or Off-White.

Dog-suit: Currently only available in Black.
measure 

around ribs t-shirt dog suit

Toy	dogs 14”	(toy) £13.30 £18.40

Small	dogs	(up to large cairn) 18”	(small) £13.30 £18.40

Small-Med	(small collie) 22”	(sm/m) £16.35 £21.45

Med	dogs	(up to large collie) 24”	(med) £16.35 £21.45

Large	dogs	(up to med labs) 28”	(large) £19.40 £24.55

Bigger	dogs	(large labs) 32”	(XL) £19.40 £24.55

Loved the t-shirt . I use it during thunder, fireworks, etc . It’s very good .”
 J .E .Bissell

Protect your dog from the worst of the weather, keep 
them dry or just for calming during cold weather.
•	 Water repellent and wicks moisture away from the 

dogs body keeping them dry during exercise, or 
dries them after exercise.

•	 Maintains good body temperature so reduces the 
chance of overheating.

•	 Customers have noted the same calming and 
anxiety reducing effects as our T-Shirts and Body Wraps.

•	 Comfortable and washable.
Made from EquaLX, a premium grade, medium weight fleece by 
Equafleece. Available in Black, Green, Royal Blue and Red

hotterdog Jumper

Coat of Confidence!
“Portia loves her Hotter Dog Coat of Confidence! 
It not only keeps her toasty warm on her 
morning walk, it helps her shyness with other 
dogs .”  Angela Walledge

Heart problems
“My vet really loves the Hotterdog jumper 
as it covers Moke’s chest and apparently 
that’s best for his heart problems .”
 Julie Sadler

Collar to taIl Chest neCK sIZe prICe

30-36cm 36-46cm 22-28cm XS £15.30
36-48cm 48-58cm 30-36cm S £17.35

48-60cm 60-72cm 38-42cm M £20.40

60-72cm 74-86cm 44-48cm L £24.50
72-84cm 88-100cm 50-56cm XL £28.55

Highly recommended by Meg and Heidi!
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•	 Seams on the outside for comfort and to minimise 
removal of fur.

•	 Fully adjustable. Colours match our leads and 
co-ordinate with the Mekuti Balance Harness.

Webbing softex
Small	(1/2”	) 7”	–	12” £5.30

Medium	(3/4”) 12”	–	20” £5.80

Large	(1”) 16”	–	28” £6.30

Small	(3/4”) 7”	–	12” £6.30

Medium	(3/4”) 12”	–	20” £6.80

Large	(1”) 16”	–	28” £7.30

•	 Brings awareness to the legs and feet
•	 Improves gait irregularities
•	 Raises the foot action and reduces knuckling
•	 May help de-sensitize legs/feet for nail trimming.

sold in pairs. Colours vary.

Popular with owners of show and agility dogs because poor awareness 
of legs may make dogs appear to be quite clumsy and generally lack 
confidence. Leg Wraps can enable them to reconnect the body with the 
brain and improve integration and accuracy of movement. This sense of 
reconnection lasts even after the wraps have been removed.

Even though we make contact with most of the dogs torso, head and 
neck in daily handling through stroking and brushing, it is only when 
we need to handle the feet and legs for something like nail-clipping that 
we really notice their sensitivity to touch in these areas.

Sensitive use of Leg Wraps combined with TTouch may be of benefit.

Small Cats	and	toy	dogs £6.10

Medium Small	and	medium	dogs £6.60

Large Large	dogs,	small	ponies £7.10

adJustaBle Collars

leg Wraps

Cool down with a Canine Cooler

The Canine Cooler  
• Cools without chilling or making your dog wet by 
 drawing heat away from the body. 
• At home on, in the car or at a campsite or garden in the 
 shade on a hot sunny day – it’s ready when you need it. 
• The memory foam effect makes it really comfy.

Really Useful for Active Dogs 
• Provides and area for gentle cooling down after work, 
 play or competition. 
• Keeps your dog ready for even more action. 
• Dogs with heart conditions and some other health 
 issues also need to keep cool whatever the time of year.

Simple to use 
• Activated just once by filling with ordinary tap water. 
• No refrigeration or electricity. 
• Always ready for use when you need it. 
• The surface collects no fluff and easily wipes clean.

Hot dog?

Overheating is dangerous for all pets but especially for our dog 
Heidi who also has a serious heart condition.
Sometimes panting isn’t enough and her Canine Cooler is perfect as 
she just moves on and off whenever she wants to, making it easy for 
her to choose her own comfortable temperature.

Sometimes panting isn’t enough 
 and overheating can be dangerous

Small	(18"	x	24") £55.00

Medium	(24"	x	36") £65.00

Large	(36"	x	48") £95.00
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the BalanCe harness™
The Mekuti Balance Harness:
•	 Stops pulling on the lead 
•	 Improves control and enjoyment 

of walks
•	 Reduces stress on joints and anxious 

on-lead behaviour 
•	 Good for any age group from 

puppies through to old age
•	 3-way adjustment ensures a fit which 

is comfortable
•	 Patent pending design by Tellington  

TTouch Practitioner and made in the UK.
30 day money BaCK guarantee

How does tHe BalaNce HarNess work?
The patent pending Mekuti Balance Harness™ uses 
two points of contact with a Double-Ended Lead. 
This allows you to withdraw one of the balance points 
when the dog pulls. They have nothing to lean into 
and are then unable to pull.

In use, the harness works in harmony with your 
dog, not in conflict. It does not tighten across the 
dog’s body, neck or head or cause any distress.

It is fully adjustable to give a 
close, comfortable fit with no 
pinching or rubbing and is very 
difficult to reverse out of (tested on sight-hounds!). 
The seams are external on the chest for dogs with 
sensitive skin.

NOTE: a douBle-ended  
lead Is requIred

“It’s a really kind way to teach your dog to heel and 
I have recommended it to others . I really like it as 
he doesn’t choke himself on it and he didn’t take to a 
(head halter) at all .” Woody & Hannah Wemyss

Available colours: Black, Red, Royal Blue, Dark Green, Purple, Navy 
Gypsy and Emerald Gypsy (diamond pattern in 2 or 3 narrow stripes).
Our Softex double-ended leads are in corresponding colours.

measure your dog around the ribs just behind the front legs

Size Measurement Harness
only

Complete set
with lead

Mini	(toy dogs) 13”	-	17” £.13.50 £21.00

Small	(up to small cockers) 17”	-	23” £15.50 £26.00

Medium	(collies) 20”	-	30” £17.50 £27.00

Large	(labs & bull-breeds) 25”	-	35” £19.50 £32.00

X-Large 30”	-	46” £21.50 £34.00

Note: A harness set complete with lead, comes with the appropriate lead 
for the harness e.g. Small with 2.5m; Large comes with 2m 1" lead. If you 
have a special requirement, please state at the time of ordering.

For head-shy dogs or those with sensitive ears:

The Balance Harness is available with an additional 
fixing clip on the neck straps to allow the harness to 
be put on like a necklace and then done up as usual.
Please state clearly on your order – the harness with the 
extra clip costs an additional £2 .50, only available in black .

douBle-ended lead
•	 Use in combination with the Balance Harness™ 
•	 Adjustable to a long, medium or standard lead
•	 Comes with a trigger hook at each end.
•	 Made in the UK from Softex - very comfortable in 

the hand, padded webbing that doesn’t feel greasy 
when wet.
2m Standard	Softex	lead £10.50

2m	1” 1”	Softex	lead	for stronger dogs £13.50

2.5m Longer	lead	for short dogs or tall people £11.50

3m A	good	long	training	lead £15.00
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The Assessor Hand is gentle for the animal and robust enough for handler 
safety. This item is ideal for animals with hand-shyness and for desensitizing to 
human close proximity contact.

Short	(30cm) £30.00

Med	(45cm) £33.00

Long	(60cm) £36.00

assessor / FaKe hands

BooKs

go Click
This book is about a gentle, humane and hands-off system of 
training that allows your companion to take a full and active 
part in the process. Booklet £3.50, Clicker £2.95

the ‘Carpet’ pet haIr remover

This item is hand-made to 
order and delivery can be up 
to 28 days . Please specify at 
the time of ordering if your 
requirement is urgent .

•	 For the home or car, carpets and upholstery;
•	 Lifts, gathers and removes pet hairs;
•	 Simply wipe the surface - instantly effective;
It’s amazing how much fluff is picked up with so little effort 
even our cats and dogs like being groomed with it too.

We also use the CarPet to restore thinning fleeces and keep our hotterdog 
Jumpers clean and fluffy. It really is versatile and great value for money.

natural nutrition for Cats and dogs, Kymythy Shultze
Offering a simple explanation of the importance of raw food and 
includes recipes and menu ideas for making your own pet food. Meg 
has been on this diet since she was a pup 10 years ago.

£6.99

100 Ways to train the perfect dog, Marie Miller and Sarah Fisher
Read this, follow the simple instructions and you may well get what 
is described in the title. Even if you don’t, you’ll have a lot of fun 
trying! An excellent introduction to clicker training.

unlock your dog’s potential, Sarah Fisher
The technique of TTouch is explained simply and guides you through 
assessing your dog for areas of tension and how these be reflected in 
behaviour and movement helping you to get a happier dog.

£12.99

6.75

£12.99

people have said some great things about the
 Mekuti Balance Harness:

He is a pleasure to take out
I am a volunteer for a local dog charity – Waggy Tails Rescue, and am a foster 
carer, and have done this for many years .
My current dog is a very large lab cross, 27 kg – a big boy! His main problem, was 
that he PULLED – pulled for England and obviously had done so for many years . 
By day two, I thought I wouldn’t cope with him .
Then I remembered how another foster carer recommended your Mekuti Harness . 
In desperation I ordered one . More in hope than expectation of it being any help . 
As soon as it arrived, I worked out how it was worn and off we went . 
The difference was immediate and I could scarce believe it!
Now, after a month, I rarely have to use two hands, and just have the leads in one 
hand . When we first set out – he slips into the “pulling mode” but within about 
10 paces, I have control and he is walking by the side of me – no pulling . He is a 
pleasure to take out .
I am recommending this harness and lead to everyone who mentions they have a 
dog that pulls because it is so immediately effective . Pat Coulston

It gives me the confidence that I can hold him ... 
 It gives him the sense that I’m in charge
“I was sceptical at first but won over completely after using it for a few days and chuffed 
with the results with some of the more exuberant characters on my dog walking books .
One of ‘my’ doggies is a bit anxious which tends to make her a little leash aggressive . 
She seems to like the harness . It seems to calm her and make her feel more secure . She’s 
now much more relaxed, as am I, and we’re enjoying our walks more than ever .
Also using the harness is definitely improving my working relationship with a loveable, 
if head strong, intact male dog . It gives the confidence that I can hold him and gives 
him the sense that I’m in charge of the walk . Win-win all round! Plus the coloured 
harness looks gorgeous on him . . .” Professional dog walker (name supplied):

Eye contact
“Tried the new harness 
on Katie and what a 
difference! We’re even 
getting eye contact! I’ll let 
you know if I need any 
more help with it, but so 
far I am very happy .” LW

Brilliant product
“The lead is fab ulous . I 
work at a rescue centre 
so it’s very good for dogs 
who need a head halter 
or harness . It is already 
much used, so thank you 
for a brilliant product .” Lisa

Immediate improvement
“The harness brought an 
immediate improvement, 
with Monty ignoring dogs 
that he may usually have 
had a go at and with 
consider ably less pulling .”
 SAL



Neem produCts

Physical and mental recovery were remarkable!
“…our 13 year old Golden Retriever Jason was very ill - heart, circulation, joint and 
spine issues . The vet could do no more; he was on the maximum treatment and had 
reached the point where it was just a matter of time .
I started him on the Neem Triple Treats which he ate readily, although his appetite was 
nil . In a matter of weeks he was in his usual routine of walks, food and fun . It was 
unbelievable . His physical and mental recovery were remarkable too . At the same time 
an aggressive red mass appeared on his lower lip which vanished after application of 
Neem over a week . Using Neem gave us extra quality time together .” C . Henry, Shetland

The neem tree is grown throughout India and Africa and the purity of our 
‘Neem 40’ product range is ensured by thorough washing, drying, pulverising 
and then sieving through a 40 grade mesh. Neem Genie are the only known 
product manufacturers we have found to have mastered the smell of neem 
making it pleasant to use and they continue to develop and improve products 
in response to feedback from users and customers worldwide.
Neem and turmeric are natural, non-patented substances and have been used 
to relieve many conditions in humans and other mammals for over 2000 years.
Neem is non-toxic to mammals and is reported to be effective in controlling 
over 600 types of pest! Please note: Neem causes temporary infertility which 
reverses after a few weeks so use with caution if you are planning a mating .
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Neem TrIPlE TrEaTS A 

£10.50 
per pack 

(100s)

£58.00 
for 6 packs

Dental care – worm repellent – immune boosting
The pleasant way to introduce your dog to Neem with all of its 
benefits. Neem triple treat sticks were initially made to help with 
oral health (plaque, gingivitis, etc.), worms / flea repellent and to 
boost the immune system. 
Other benefits are being reported; particular improvements are 
being noted in arthritic dogs, and there have been reports of 
positive changes with arrhythmia (heart).
Ingredients: Chopped cattlehide, cornflour, sticky rice, neem bark.
For animals intolerant to any of the the ingredients, I recommend 
using the Multi Capsules.

Neem OIl A & H
£4.50 

50ml

£8.00 
100ml

£14.00 
200ml

Many skin problems – burns – cracked pads – blisters
Rub into the ears fortnightly to protect against fleas; 
Effective fly repellent for humans, dogs, horses, etc.
Can be used for direct application (e.g. for cracked pads, 
haemorrhoids, broken skin, burns, itching, etc.)
Mix with other products to boost their effectiveness (e.g. with the 
pet shampoo for mange). Also good for the garden, bad for pests!

Neem PET SOOTHE SPray A & H

£10.00 
200ml

Tackles many skin problems including infections and itching
A calming, soothing and fragrant lotion designed for awkward 
areas. The spray dispenser enables ease of application under the 
coat, in dense fur, between paw pads etc.
Pleasant smelling and a really good alternative to Neem Oil.
Ingredients: Bees wax, glycerine, Neem oil, coconut oil, cedarwood 
oil, camphor, sesame oil.

Neem MulTI CaPSulES wITH TurMErIC A & H

£9.00 
per 100

£18.00 
per 250

£23.00 
per 350

Immune boosting – anti-inflammatory – well being
All the benefits of Neem with the addition of Turmeric - a well 
known anti-inflammatory.
Turmeric boosts the effectiveness of the Neem.
Reported uses include: allergies, arthritis and joint problems, 
bad breath, dental problems, cholesterol, diabetes control, 
heart problems such as arrhythmia, intestinal worms, parasites, 
circulation, rheumatism, stomach and bowel problems.
Neem and turmeric are natural, non-patented substances and 
have been used to relieve a number of conditions in mammals 
and humans for over 2000 years.
Do not take with aspirin as Neem has the same properties and 
may cause a conflict.

Neem TRIPlE DOg TREATs - dental care, worm repellent, immune boosting 15

Neem OIl - many skin problems, burns, cracked pads 15

Neem sOOThE sPRAy - itchy skin, allergies, eczema, easy application 15

Neem MulTICAPs (with turmeric) - immune boosting, anti-inflammatory, well being 15

Neem gENIE sTICks - first-aid for grazes and rashes, insect repellent 16

Neem PEsT POwDER - gets rid of fleas and mites, protects bedding 16

Neem PET TAlC - anti-fungal, germicide, easily applied 16

Neem PET guARD sPRAy - parasite and insect repellent 16

Neem PET shAMPOO - coat conditioning, flea repelling, non-drying to skin 17

Neem MITE shAMPOO - a safe non-toxic way to get rid of fleas, mites and nits 17

Neem sOAP - sls free, skin conditioning, moisturising herbal soap 17

Neem BODy BAlM lOTION - strong yet soothing lotion for major skin problems 17

Neem lOTION - popular lotion for skin problems including eczema 18

Neem BARk - effective mouth care, oral hygiene, anti-plaque 18

Neem ACTIvE TOOThPAsTE - complete care for strong teeth and healthy gums 18

Neem MOuTh wAsh - alcohol free, effective for fresh breath confidence 18  NOTE product suitability: ‘A’ for Animal and ‘H’ for Human use
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Neem GENIE STICk A & H

£3.95 
each

First-aid for grazes, scratches and rashes – insect repellent
The Neem genie stick contains all the properties of Neem in a 
versatile and handy applicator.
size of a lipstick – keep it in your pocket or car for walks
good for grazes, scratches, rashes, stings, burns, cold sores, 
cracked skin or sore pads, etc.
Insect repellent suitable for everyday use.
These are selling fast (I have 3 of them – one in my van, one in 
my hand bag and one in the first-aid box). very useful.

Neem PEST POwdEr A 

£8.50 
250g

Gets rid of fleas and mites – protects bedding
say ‘goodbye’ safely to fleas and mites. safe for all mammalian 
and bird species. sympathetic to all skin conditions and wounds. 
Best used as prevention (infestations are best treated with Neem 
Mite shampoo)
Can be sprinkled directly to bedding, cages, hutches, etc.
Directions: a light sprinkling along the back and massage in. For 
infestations, spray with water afterwards. Note: For white coats, 
best to use the Pet Talc because pest powder is green!
Contains: Powdered Neem leaf

Neem PET TalC A & H

£6.50 
200ml

Pest repellent – anti-fungal – germicide – easily applied
Protects your pet from bacterial and fungal infections, removes 
body odour, repels ticks, lice, fleas, insects, etc.
helps to heal infected skin conditions.
A germicidal and larvicidal disinfecting powder that keeps your pet 
hygienically protected.
Also good for applying to cats and white-coated animals.
Ingredients: talc powder, neem

Neem PET Guard SPray A & H

£8.75 
250ml

Parasite and insect repellent
Repels ticks, fleas, insects and mites.
Developed to keep ticks at bay (carriers of lyme Disease) and to 
prevent the annoyance of flies.
spray or apply with a cloth onto your dog before exercise. May 
also be sprayed directly onto pests or to protect an area sprayed 
around windows or tents to keep the flies out.
This popular product is pleasant smelling and very effective.
Contains: Neem, chrysanthemum and lemon balm essential oil.
THE ESSENTIAL OILS MAKE IT UNSUITABLE FOR CATS.

Neem PET SHaMPOO A & H

£7.90 
200ml

Coat conditioning – flea repelling – non-drying to skin
A gentle but deep cleansing shampoo for skin care and fur 
conditioning with pest repellent properties. 
leaves the coat in lovely condition. Treats skin conditions, fungal 
infections. Repels insects. smells good!
For infestations, use the Mite Shampoo below.
Ingredients: natural conditioners with citrus extract,  
Shakakai (soap pod), Amica, Mulethi, Coconut Oil, Neem

Neem MITE SHaMPOO A & H

£9.90 
200ml

Non-toxic way to get rid of Fleas and Mites
For skin infestations.
gentle, deep cleansing shampoo for ticks, lice, fleas, mange and 
scabies. Also treats skin conditions.
Trials at Glasgow University show that Neem extract deals with 
over 90% of head lice and nits within 22 hours. (safe to use on 
children.) Frederick Institute of Toxicology class Neem as safer 
than honey.
Ingredients: Neem oil, wood oils, citrus extracts, soap pod, arnica, 
liquorice, coconut oil.

Neem SOaP H

£4.50 
100g bar

Skin conditioning, moisturising and treatment
luxurious Neem herbal soap for use on the most sensitive and 
problem skin. 
Combined with Neem’s Psoriasis/Eczema treatment properties the 
moisturising and anti wrinkle effect place this product at the very 
top of it’s class for daily use.
Ingredients:- neem extract, glycerine, almond oil, palm kernel oil, 
castor oil, coconut extract, floral essence.

Neem BOdy BalM lOTION H

£14.50 
250ml

Strong yet gentle soothing lotion for major skin problems
This product was designed to address problems and cost of large 
area coverage. 
Truly a multi purpose product whether used as an aggressive 
treatment for major skin problems such as Psoriasis and Eczema 
or for everyday use as a conditioner, strong yet gentle.
Ingredients: Bee’s wax, Glycerine, Neem oil, Coconut oil, 
Cedarwood oil, Camphor, Sesame oil.

Neem is non-toxic to mammals and many of our customers use our Neem 
products on themselves as well as on their companion animals. In this 
catalogue we have indicated suitability for use with the letter ‘A’ for Animal 
and ‘H’ for Human. If you have any questions about using our Neem 
products, please do not hesitate to call us for advice.



Neem lOTION H

£7.90 
100ml

Popular soothing lotion for skin problems including Eczema
A fine balance of ingredients designed to moisturise skin and with 
its analgesic properties relieve discomfort whilst treating Psoriasis, 
Eczema and many other skin conditions (including fungal).
Ingredients:- Neem, Honey, Rose centifolia, Oliva, Juglans nigra, 
Cera alba, Linseed oil, Vitamin E oil, Castor oil, Sesamum Indicum 
and coconut oil.

Neem Bark A & H
£5.00 

50g

£6.50 
100g

£13.00 
250g

Direct oral health – mouth care – anti-plaque
The bark powder’s anti-inflammatory, anti-plaque and antiseptic 
properties have been well researched. Neem genie Bark Powder’s 
purity is ensured by thorough washing, drying, pulverising and 
being sieved through 40 mesh.
The two main areas where bark excels is in oral health and gastro 
problems. For concentrated oral health treatment dip toothbrush 
into bark and or use mouthwash made from extract.

Neem aCTIvE TOOTHPaSTE H

£4.60 
200ml

Natural protection for strong teeth and healthy gums
Neem protects • Mint freshens • Calcium strengthens
Neem kills the bacteria that cause tooth decay, pyorrhea and 
gingivitis (gum disease). It also prevents cell adhesion, helps to 
control plaque and is very effective in areas of pain control.
Contains bark extract which has unique properties, is not as bitter 
as other products from the tree and is flavoured with spearmint.
Ingredients:- Neem, calcium carbonate, Spearmint, fluoride.

Neem MOuTH waSH H

£6.00 
200ml

Alcohol free, effective for fresh breath confidence
Finally a mouthwash that actually treats the root cause of oral 
health problems. Most products on the market to date are based 
on alcohol to stimulate nerve ends and leave the feeling of 
freshness but do very little if anything to treat the causes of bad 
breath etc. Neem 40 mouthwash has all the properties of active 
toothpaste but enables far more aggressive treatment.
Ingredients:- Distilled water, Neem, Mint, Benjoin, Eucalyptus, 
Cinnamon, Thymol

	

Neem dOG valuE PaCk A 

£34.00 
saving £5.65

All round conditioning and health care
Our three most popular products for dogs

2 x Neem Triple Treats 
1 x Neem Pet Guard 
1 x Neem Mite Shampoo

This pack is designed to help with overall health care whilst 
keeping within budget. Products are chosen with a view on, Mite 
control, skin care, general health and fragrance. 
Normal Price £37.00

Neem FaMIly PaCk A & H

£25.00 
saving £6.80 

 

This pack has five essential items to have in your home or to take 
away with you on an outdoor break or holiday.
Packs consists of one of each of the following:

Genie Stick - instant first aid for blisters, grazes and bites
Soothe lotion - effective relief from skin irritations such as 
bites and sun burn. A great alternative to Neem Oil
Guard Spray - effective and safe insect repellent
active Toothpaste - a family favourite that’s not too harsh
Conditioning Soap - soothing and moisturising herbal soap

Normal price £28.25

Neem dOG allErGy PaCk A 

15% off 
goods price

Helpful to dogs with specific or multiple allergies
1 x dog Suit (for sizing and prices, see page 6) 
1 x Neem Pet Soothe (see page 15) 
1 x Neem Multicaps (for pack size and prices, see page 15)

The Neem Pet Soothe will give welcome relief to areas of 
discomfort, easy to apply and pleasant smelling.
The dog Suit will protect your dog from irritants such as grass 
and plants.
The Neem Multicaps as an anti-inflammatory will help your dog’s 
general well being, comfort level and ability to ward off infections.

Year-Round dOG CalMING PaCk A

10% off 
goods price

+
FREE 

CarPet

A versatile range products to help reduce anxiety in your dog
useful at any time of year but especially during holiday times with 
the chance of excited children, fireworks and stress in adults. 
Comes with a FrEE CarPET to help you remove fur and stray hair 
from clothing and furniture.

1 x Body wrap (for sizing and prices, see page 4)

1 x T-Shirt (for sizing and prices, see page 6)

1 x Hotterdog Jumper (for sizing and prices, see page 7)

1 x CarPet FREE

page 18 page 19

Special Bargains are available whilst stocks last and Mekuti may offer an alternative item of the same value. 
Discounts only apply to goods included in the pack and not other items bought at the same time or P&P.

For over 2000 years humans have used Neem to obtain relief from many 
uncomfortable skin conditions such as Psoriasis, Eczema, acne and burns 
as well as for general oral health keeping teeth and gums healthy. All our 
products, even if they are labelled with the word ‘Pet’ are safe to use on 
humans including the shampoos which are great! If you have any questions 
about using our Neem products, please do not hesitate to call for advice.



It is easy to order from mekuti:
 order online: order by phone: order by mail: 
 www.mekuti.co.uk	 0113	2590	589	 Use	the	form	below

Name:	_______________________________________________________

Address:	 _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Post	Code:	______________________		Tel.	No	_______________________

e-mail:	_______________________________________________________

Qty	 Item	 Colour	 Size	 Price

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	 Order	Total	 	

	 	 P	&	P	 	

	 	 total  

I heard about Mekuti from: a Friend   a Trainer   an Advert   at a Show  

post & packing 
(UK addresses only)

Please call 
for non-UK rates

	 up	to	£10	 £2.75
	 £10	to	<£50	 £3.75
	 £50	to	<£75	 £4.75
	 £75	to	<£100	 £5.75
	 £100	to	<£150	 £6.75
	 £150	and	over	 £7.75

All prices include VAT @ 20% * 
Vat Reg Nº 942 6229 20

Please make any cheques payable to MEKUTI

e-mail:  info@mekuti.co.uk
Address:  Mekuti, Glendale, Newlay Wood Avenue, Leeds LS18 4LN

Animal Centred Behaviour Solutions

Applies to all items sold by Mekuti. This enables you to try the 
equipment or products to see whether they address the issue. 
If they fail to satisfy within 30 days of receipt of the goods. 
Please call 01132 590 589 or e-mail first to obtain a returns 
number. Goods to be returned must be clean and undamaged 

and sent using Standard Royal Mail post (i.e. not ‘recorded’ 
or ‘signed for’ etc.) If you are returning the item for a different 
size or colour, please include the difference in price and cost 
of the postage with your package. We recommend that you 
obtain proof of posting. Your statutory rights are unaffected.

30 day money BaCK guarantee

* Prices in this brochure are inclusive of Vat at the current rate of 20%.
Photographs in this brochure are not to scale, product designs and colours may differ. Mekuti endeavours but cannot guarantee to maintain the full range of advertised 

colours in all products, if the choice of colour is not available at the time of ordering an alternative will be offered.
Full Terms and Conditions can be viewed on our website. Printed copies available upon request. E. & O.E.
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